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PTOLEMAISM IN THE LAW AND CONCOMITANT NEEDS FOR SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF THE LEGAL SYSTEM

FREDRICK W. HUSZAGH†

I. PROLOGUE

In the second century A.D., Claudius Ptolemy1 displayed genius by developing fundamental concepts for plane and spherical trigonometry. His immortality was etched by other achievements, however. Ptolemy recognized the interdisciplinary relationships among mathematics, geography and astronomy, and used his mathematical skill to "prove" the earth was round—a fact Columbus undoubtedly appreciated centuries later. Perhaps his crowning achievement was the development of the geocentric theory. Loosely interpreted, this theory viewed the earth as the center of the universe, a view psychologically sound but astronomically misguided. It seems unfortunate that a man of such insight should have his reputation pegged upon what has proven to be an error of some magnitude. It is even more unfortunate that the legal profession continues to make similar mistakes about "what is the center of what." Ptolemaism in the legal profession is the subject of this article.

† Executive Director, Dean Rusk Center for International and Comparative Law, and Associate Professor of Law, University of Georgia; B.A. 1959, Northwestern University; J.D. 1962, L.L.M. 1963, J.S.D. 1964, University of Chicago. The fundamental perspectives underlying this article were shaped by my experiences as the first director of the Law and Social Sciences Program, National Science Foundation; the burgeoning literature on discrepancies between law on the books and law in action; and my research in collaboration with Dr. Sandi Huszagh on determinants of corporate responsiveness to laws and legal institutions supported by the National Science Foundation, GS-43801.

1. Ptolemy's intellectual activities are summarized in 18 ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA 812-14 (1967). In addition, 19 COLLIER'S ENCYCLOPEDIA 480-82 (1973) notes how Ptolemy's engaging analytical style substantially retarded scientific progress in astronomy for many centuries. The following excerpt from Collier's appears to have some applicability to the legal profession:

Although Ptolemy was the most celebrated ancient authority, he was not the most gifted or creative mathematician, astronomer, or geographer. His genius lay rather in his extraordinary ability to assemble the research data of his predecessors, to introduce improvements of his own, and to present the results as a logical and complete system, written in a readily intelligible form. His very mastery of the art of compiling the equivalent of textbooks or handbooks on scientific subjects helped retain the level of knowledge in these subjects to the limitations of Ptolemy and his times. The modern scientific age may be said to have begun in these fields when the authority of Ptolemy's two works was overthrown.

Id. at 480.
Ptolemaism is evidenced by the profession's preoccupation with the internal dynamics of legal principles and institutions without concomitant attention to their social functions. The profession claims exclusive jurisdiction over charting its destiny. Intraprofessional criticism is relied upon to provide insights on the profession's shortcomings in serving societal needs and has stimulated judicious sampling of numerous proposed remedies for current inadequacies.² Many professional structures mute the progress this criticism stimulates, however. Dysfunctional components of the legal system persist long after they become a public embarrassment, thus encouraging substitution in traditional law areas of nonlegal institutions, mechanisms, principles and personnel.³ If this erosion of the profession's role in society is to be curbed, it is necessary to understand why legal Ptolemaism exists and what substantive and procedural strategies law researchers can employ to reduce its adverse implications.

II. SOURCES OF PTOLEMAISM IN THE LAW

Professions such as the law are structurally distinct from most common-interest groupings. The law's uniqueness is largely caused by the profession's boundary maintenance vis-a-vis "outsiders" and among subclassifications of "insiders."⁴ These boundary controls often suppress meaningful exploration of linkages with its external environment and preclude periodic, critical evaluation of the profession's contributions to the social systems it serves. The profession's second distinctive feature is an educational structure that both screens and acclimates individuals desiring membership.⁵ The educational structure embodies strong forces that inhibit

---

² Lawyers have been substantially involved in identifying the inefficiencies of lawyer and judicial involvement in auto accident claims and in proposing modifications to existing compensation systems that could reduce these inefficiencies. These efforts are surveyed in P. Keeton & R. Keeton, Cases and Materials on the Law of Torts 781-807 (2d ed. 1977) and W. Prosser, Handbook of the Law of Torts §§ 84, 85 (4th ed. 1971). Similar lawyer involvement has been extensive in areas such as underrepresentation of the poor, anticompetitive practices among attorneys and inefficient judicial practices. See generally R. Leflar, Internal Operating Procedures of Appellate Courts (1976); Cahn & Cahn, The War on Poverty: A Civilian Perspective, 73 Yale L.J. 1317 (1964); Martyn, Lawyer Advertising: The Unique Relationship Between First Amendment and Antitrust Protections, 23 Wayne L. Rev. 167 (1977).

³ Arbitration panels have replaced courts in a variety of contract disputes, due process procedures are being displaced in part by plea bargaining, and real estate salesmen, insurance agents and accountants are undertaking traditional lawyer tasks. For interesting views on future patterns of change and the forces behind such patterns, see Galanter, Delivering Legality: Some Proposals for the Direction of Research, 11 Law & Soc'y Rev. 225 (1976); Lempert, Questions for Research, 11 Law & Soc'y Rev. 387 (1976).


⁵ The Journal of Legal Education focuses primarily on major elements and activities of legal education. Its cumulative index allows easy entry to commentary and analysis on all facets
extraprofessional exploration and discourages scientific evaluation of the quality and quantity of services the profession provides to clients.

At least three major components of the legal education structure—admissions, curriculum and instructors—encourage preoccupation with intraprofessional matters. First, law student admissions rest heavily upon an aptitude examination (LSAT) designed primarily to predict successful progress within the legal education structure as now constituted. Thus, admittees represent those most likely to master and adopt various forms of rigorous intrasystem analysis. Supplementing aptitude and grade screening criteria is student self-selection. Presumably, many applicants prefer the work styles adopted by intrasystem lawyers. Thus, even prior to the orienting forces of legal education, several important factors maximize admission of students who will focus on the legal system's internal complexities rather than its relationship to other social systems.


efficiency. Law graduates appreciate this first year’s unique potential for indoctrinating willing, and many unwilling, souls to the peculiarities of legal analysis.\textsuperscript{8} Second and third year curricula similarly emphasize the profession’s internal rigors and complexities. Only recently have texts and courses appeared that consider both legal and nonlegal strategies for handling particular classes of problems; their number pales beside the multitude of traditional materials and courses. Even schools offering joint degree programs provide the law initiate slender opportunity to perfect the nonlegal skills and perspectives necessary to analyze critically the legal profession’s basic tenets.\textsuperscript{9}

Apart from the law curriculum’s Ptolemaic tendencies, law teachers themselves are under strong pressures to adopt intrasystem perspectives. First, law school budgets normally provide for research assistants in limited numbers and without diverse disciplinary perspectives; it is therefore difficult for a law professor to map the profession’s relationships to other systems of society according to acceptable standards of the social, communication and management sciences. Second, most teachers’ reward structures are related to what the profession deems important, within both law schools and the practicing bar.\textsuperscript{10} These centripetal forces are reinforced by law schools’ separate research facilities (mainly libraries physically distinct from university library and archive structures), which emphasize legal materials to the near exclusion of other information sources.\textsuperscript{11} Since


\textsuperscript{9} In 1968, a prominent social scientist observed: “[T]here is no curriculum in a major university organized to provide a grounding in the basic social science disciplines relevant to the use of these disciplines in solving contemporary social problems.” Riesman, \textit{Some Observations on Legal Education}, \textit{1968 Wis. L. REV.} 63, 67.

In 1970, another commentator observed: “[I]t is apparent that opportunities short of studies beyond the first degree are varied, and newly so, but that it will still be likely that most students graduating from law school with the first degree will not have attained any competency in social sciences methods relevant to research in the law.


\textsuperscript{11} \textit{American Bar Association, Approval of Law Schools} 17, 30-33 (1977).
the professor has few convenient resources with which to explore beyond
the law and the keys to access to such nonlegal materials are inconvenient
and time-consuming to master, the law professor's activities normally are
limited to law libraries and "heuristic" field research. Such an approach is
highly acceptable to a professor's peer group; there is little tendency to
sample seriously literature filling the main university library. In fact, preoc-
cupation with nonlegal sources actually may impair a law scholar's relations
with colleagues. Thus, law schools tend to be isolated intellectually from
their university environs and legal research remains distinctly intraprofes-
sional in tone. Seldom do law school residents question the professional
model of behavior, which has remained remarkably stable for over a half-
century.

Competition among law texts should provide some decentralizing in-
fluence, but in fact few stimuli exist for exploring extralegal perspectives.
There are four sizeable publishers of law school materials, two of which
are commonly owned. Assuming these enterprises operate pursuant to
conventional economic wisdom, they seldom will seek profit through radical
departures from established thought. Published texts in any single law
field are predictably limited. Each publisher is concerned with its law
school market share. In furtherance of this fiscally responsible attitude, it is
most reasonable to finance texts that are only sufficiently distinct from those
of competitors to capture an adequate market share in a particular substan-
tive field. Few incentives exist to pursue the market's fringe of law
 teachers who are systematically exploring alternative views of the existing
legal system or its parts.

---

12. See Assessment Conference, supra note 10, at 1040, 1067 (respectively, remarks of
Fredrick Huszagh and Marc Galanter); Riesman, supra note 9.
14. The Bobbs-Merrill Co., Indianapolis, Indiana; The Foundation Press, Inc., Mineola,
New York; Little, Brown & Co., Boston, Massachusetts; and West Publishing Co., St. Paul,
Minnesota.
Minnesota.
16. Professors attempting to personalize instruction formats may also produce mimeo-
graphed materials. E.g., THE BOBBS-MERRILL CO., UNPUBLISHED LAW
SCHOOL TEACHING
MATERIALS (1976).
17. Most of the textual expansion in tort and administrative law, for example, involves
either new pedagogical approaches or increased focus on sub-areas such as products liability. In
labor law, much expansion has been in the employment discrimination field. Within these
standard casebooks, however, more material is now being included that provides nonlegal
analysis, especially economic analysis. See, e.g., B. MELTZER, LABOR LAW: CASES, MATERIALS
AND PROBLEMS 54-94 (2d ed. 1977).
18. For examples of these few entries, see L. FRIEDMAN & S. MACAULAY, LAW AND THE
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES (2d ed. 1977); R. POSNER, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW (1972).
Law school learning materials, therefore, focus primarily on the legal system's internal dynamics and provide meager support for analysis of its performance in the broader environment. Most learning materials reinforce the value preferences inherent in law school admission procedures and curricular development. The result is an educational process that nurtures and protects legal parochialism that generates few resources for efficient elimination of mismatches between the law system and its external environment.

Once a student completes law school's rigors and swears symbolic allegiance to the profession's inward perspective by passing a state bar examination, the structure of the practicing bar continues to foster a Ptolemaic attitude. First, in-service training and continuing education activities reinforce the substantive orientation characteristic of law school courses. Bar committees and continuing legal education courses are appropriately labeled by standard legal subjects. These activities, as well as the practice materials that lawyers rely upon daily, focus on internal refinements of legal subfields. The pressures of daily work and billing routines provide few incentives for lawyers to question the adequacy of the profession's legal approaches. Thus, the active bar further reinforces patterns inherent in initial legal education; correlatively, legal educators pay considerable deference to the economic realities of the practicing profession.

Professional ethics could guide lawyers on an enlightened path, but are not now structured or administered to do so. Professional ethics normally codify a group's dominant value preferences regarding conduct between members, service standards to clients and the profession's collective role in the society it serves. They embrace current preferences as well as remnants of past values and future aspirations. Apart from forbidding blatant misconduct, which is frequently punishable under conventional criminal or civil law, ethical codes, canons and associated enforcement practices center mainly on the members' deference to standards concerning intraprofessional relationships. While they dwell on possible wrongs to individual clients, seldom do such clients recover directly pursuant to such prohibitions or have meaningful participatory rights concerning their application.

21. See Cohen, supra note 4; Marks & Cathcart, Discipline Within the Legal Profession: Is It Self-Regulation?, 1974 U. ILL. L.F. 193, 198; Shuchman, supra note 4, at 244-50.
quently, an important source of extraprofessional perspective and criticism—client complaint, praise or comment—is severely limited. This situation has prompted some to conclude that the ethics are primarily for protection of the profession's members. Such an interpretation comports with the notorious lack of diligence and uniformity in enforcing ethical precepts in the absence of explicit public disclosure of obvious misconduct.

A problem of perhaps equal magnitude is the Code of Professional Responsibility's disregard of conduct with adverse impact upon societal interests, but of de minimis importance to the individual client. By ignoring conduct seriously affecting non-client or broad-based interests the Code fails to activate individuals and groups likely to identify and seek constructive response to professional misfeasance and nonfeasance, which severely limit the profession's contributions to society. It is ironic that an individual lawyer acting to the detriment of either a client or his colleagues may be subject to disciplinary proceedings or colleague disdain, yet a whole segment of the profession can act to the disadvantage of large social groups without incurring any form of professional sanction or even violating internal professional values. Little wonder lawyers are not viewed as society's first line of defense in protecting the interests of various social groups.

III. COMBATING PTOLEMAISM

A. Preliminary Comments

Centuries of observation and experimentation concerning human and institutional interaction have created an inventory of materials and tools to affect such interaction in diverse ways. The American legal system is composed of a limited number of basic materials mixed in diverse ways. A few mixtures manifest such fundamental utility across time and/or cultures that they are viewed as basic materials in themselves. Most mixtures prove to be unstable compounds and recede in importance almost from their genesis.

Enduring progress for the legal profession must rest largely on identification of its basic materials and their discrimination from the plethora of

23. Shuchman, supra note 4, at 268.
24. See American Bar Association Special Committee on Evaluation of Disciplinary Enforcement, Problems and Recommendations in Disciplinary Enforcement (Final Draft, 1970); Marks & Cathcart, supra note 21.
25. Huszagh & Molloy, supra note 22, at 292.
26. E.g., judges with lifetime tenure, hearing examiners independent of agency commissioners, basic principles of procedural due process and freedom of expression, and administrative agencies.
27. E.g., forms of action, ombudsmen in the United States and mechanical rules for limiting liability.
transient compounds. With identification accomplished, scarce analytical resources can be allocated prudently to improve knowledge concerning the performance characteristics of and costs inherent in each basic material. As this knowledge improves in quantity and quality, so will the profession's capacity to efficiently craft blends and mixtures that meet precise societal needs without causing unnecessary and unanticipated side effects.

Basic to the law system are principles such as substantive and procedural due process; institutions such as administrative agencies and trial courts; mechanisms including rule-making proceedings, contracts and subpoenas; and personnel types such as general practitioners, Washington lawyers and plaintiff malpractice specialists. Lawyers' intimate involvement with society's diverse transactions and the intellectual synchronization among law schools for over six decades have enabled the profession to assemble these basic elements into mixtures such as professional licensing agencies, commissions, small claims courts and model family laws. These creations are applied in environments varying greatly in their levels of political and economic development, ethical values and social homogeneity. For the most part, the primary effects of these applications are anticipated by their creators. The direct costs and benefits associated with these primary effects, however, are often poorly understood and the side effects of these applications are frequently not anticipated in a quantitative or qualitative sense.28

Should scarce resources be allocated to produce detailed knowledge of the side effects as well as the primary effects of basic law principles, mechanisms, institutions and personnel applied in diverse environments? At present many programs that lawyers design for sizeable segments of a community, state or nation are normally not accompanied by information sufficient to give notice of the risks involved. This will continue to be the case as long as individual, group or institutional clients or the society at large bear the major costs of professional ignorance. Little wonder public disdain for the profession has endured for centuries.29

The profession should internalize the major costs associated with dysfunctional application of its basic legal materials. If it were to do so its members and service institutions would soon embrace as a fundamental

28. For example, Food and Drug Administration regulations regarding drugs have precluded some harmful drugs from being introduced into the stream of commerce, but, according to some leading scholars, have also limited the flow of useful drugs to the market. See G. Robinson & E. Gellhorn, The Administrative Process 3-18 (1974).

mission scientific research on the full range of effects (quantitative and qualitative) of such materials when applied to different environments. Even without such changes in attitude, an economically more sophisticated public may tire of bearing the costs of relatively "unorganized" experimentation supervised by lawyers through the courts, administrative agencies and legislatures. Should this happen, the virtues of basic research will become more obvious.\(^{30}\)

Legal and law-related literature indexes suggest that basic research activities are already fundamental to law school missions. Unfortunately, most reported basic research analyzes complex behavioral issues from a narrow legal perspective and does not involve the meticulous observation and testing procedures that skilled scientists deem essential for replication. The few worthy products that cast the issues in a nonparochial manner and employ scientific investigation techniques are not separated from the multitude of nonscientific and pseudo-scientific studies. This explains in part why "reported" research results seldom shape the decisionmaking process.\(^{31}\)

Legal Ptolemaism's adverse consequences cannot be abated until substantial intellectual resources are applied to at least three levels of tasks: (1) performance characteristics of materials and tools must be itemized carefully with regard to their application in various settings;\(^{32}\) (2) credible


\(^{32}\) For example, what are the costs and benefits in various decisional contexts of impact statements, paralegals, professional codes, requirements of informed consent, concepts of fairness, plea bargaining, the adversarial process, form contracts or small claims courts? Many of these topics are already being studied from many perspectives. See generally the following studies: D. Chambers (University of Michigan), Child Support Enforcement Process (NSF—GS-43196, 1974); L. Friedman (Stanford University), Comparative Study of Trial Courts (NSF—P2SI142, 1972); W. Gould (Stanford University), Arbitration Models in Labor-Management Relations (NSF—75-17563, 1976); B. Kozolchyk & P. Hammond (University of Arizona), Models of Fairness and Legal Systems (NSF—GS-38286, 1972); F. Lacy (University of Oregon), Pre-Trial Discovery Procedures (NSF—GS-42799, 1974); R. Levy (University of Minnesota), Custody Investigations in Divorce Cases (NSF—P2SI202, 1972); C. Peck, R. Black & W. Fordyce (University of Washington), Compensation Claims and Pain Behavior (NSF—GS-42734, 1974); J. Sweet (University of California), Law Making Through Standard Form Contracts (NSF—75-17123, 1975); J. Taylor & R. Schulman, supra note 5; H. Zeisel (University of Chicago), Analysis of the Traditional Voir Dire System (NSF—GS-33825, 1973) (sum-
explanations—not plausible speculations—must be constructed to determine why performance characteristics for specific materials and tools vary across settings; and (3) coherent theories about the operating mechanics of materials and tools, which will allow colleagues to anticipate performance characteristics in settings to which they have not yet been applied, must be synthesized.

A comprehensive strategy for accomplishing these tasks might involve three discrete efforts performed simultaneously. First, scholars could review predecessors' efforts to extract reliable field data on performance of each major legal principle, mechanism or institution. Gaps in existing field data could be filled by commissioned studies involving laboratory experiments, natural experiments and suitable cross-cultural studies. During a subsequent period all collected data could be catalogued and analyzed by another group of scholars. This effort should generate explanations of central forces, inherent costs and benefits, and variations between consequences of application in diverse settings. Finally, legal scholars could analyze these explanations and synthesize fundamental theories that would remain sound under disparate conditions.

Lawyers, however, are not amenable to such systemic efforts; more eclectic strategies are probably necessary. For some tools the suggested


approach could be employed, while other matters could be explored by starting with well established folklore theories and assessing their veracity through laboratory experiments, natural experiments, historical analysis or cross-cultural analysis.

Since basic research by the profession is not dominated by directions and incentives from a few sources, strategy definition for an overall plan may be a pointless endeavor. Some value may flow, however, from commentary on the intrinsic merits of various substantive focuses for basic law research projects and of diverse procedures for their implementation.

B. Essential Substantive Focuses

1. Some Cautionary Notes

Increasingly, research efforts are directed at the tasks noted and are sometimes motivated solely by scholars' desire to understand specific system activities. Much analytical law research, however, is executed primarily to support recommendations for change. A durable understanding of elements of the legal system requires a motive of analysis, rather than of recommendation. Conclusions about law system dynamics born from a spirit of advocacy often have limited longevity unless the tenets of scientific inquiry are carefully observed.

35. One subject susceptible to such study is the plea bargaining system. Many studies have been made of this process as it is employed in various jurisdictions around the country. See A. Rosett & D. Cressey, Justice by Consent: Plea Bargains in the American Courthouse (1976); Church, Plea Bargains, Concessions and the Courts: Analysis of a Quasi-Experiment, 10 Law & Soc'y Rev. 377, 400-01 (1976); Heumann, A Note on Plea Bargaining and Case Pressure, 9 Law & Soc'y Rev. 515, 527 bibliography (1975). These studies are now ripe for comparative evaluations and synthesis. See Assessment Conference, supra note 10, at 1067 (remarks of Marc Galanter).

36. Subjects suitable to this method of study include arbitration, good faith and fact determination as under the adversarial process. This approach has been employed by the following projects: C. Bohmer, supra note 33; B. Danet & K. Hoffman (Boston University), Role of Language in the Legal Process (NSF-74-23503, 1975); J. Handler, J. Ladinsky & H. Erlanger (University of Wisconsin at Madison), The American Legal Profession: Status, Mobility, and Work in the Public Interest (NSF-GS-41569, 1974); S. Huszagh & F. Huszagh, supra note 33; B. Kozolchyk & F. Hammond, supra note 32; R. Seidman, supra note 33; J. Thibaut & L. Walker (University of North Carolina), Human Behavior and the Legal Process (NSF-GS-28590X2, 1973); S. Wheeler, B. Cartwright & L. Friedman, supra note 33 (summaries of projects on file in office of North Carolina Law Review). See, e.g., Church, supra note 35; Thibaut, Walker & Lind, Adversary Presentation and Bias in Legal Decisionmaking, 86 Harv. L. Rev. 386 (1972); Walker, Thibaut & Andreoli, Order of Presentation at Trial, 82 Yale L.J. 216 (1972).

37. The National Science Foundation and National Institutes of Health have been the focal points for basic science funding. Their various evaluation panels, which are normally established along disciplinary lines, have substantial capacity to channel research efforts in specific directions through funding decisions for specific projects as well as for general programs related to national laboratories and research centers. But see Early, National Institute of Justice—A Proposal, 74 W. Va. L. Rev. 226 (1972).

38. See sources and projects cited note 34 supra.
Apart from motives, a researcher’s hierarchy of substantive interests can affect insights derived from a research project. A focus on a particular principle, institution or mechanism ideally will disclose internal interrelationships not forthcoming from an analysis that dwells only on an application to a particular environment.\textsuperscript{39} Preoccupation with a particular group served by the legal system can generate insights about the group’s peculiar requirements and resources not otherwise apparent.\textsuperscript{40} Such insights can stimulate creation of legal service approaches unanticipated by standard legal scholars and specialists.\textsuperscript{41} None of these specialists can perceive fully the dynamics possible when a particular legal system element interacts with a specific subject or client group.\textsuperscript{42} Consequently, a comprehensive understanding of the law system’s internal dynamics and relationships to other social, political and economic systems can flow only from integration of all these research approaches.

2. Mapping the Contours of Specific Law Elements

\textit{Research on Normal Operation of Law Elements}

Researchers interested primarily in the intricacies of law system parts can select among several work strategies, each characterized by different resource needs and different research temperaments. One strategy involves

\textsuperscript{39} See, e.g., the following projects: M. Eisenberg, \textit{supra} note 34; M. Galanter, \textit{supra} note 34; A. Goldstein (Yale University), Structural Elements of Judicial Procedures (NSF—75-15620, 1975) (summaries of projects on file in office of \textit{North Carolina Law Review}). See also S. Weaver, \textit{Decision to Prosecute: Organization and Public Policy in the Antitrust Division} (1977); Mohr, \textit{Organizations, Decisions and Courts}, 10 \textit{Law & Soc'y Rev.} 621 (1976).


\textsuperscript{42} For a perceptive analysis of dynamics between legal system elements and client groups, see Galanter, \textit{Why the "Haves" Come Out Ahead: Speculations on the Limits of Legal Change}, \textit{supra} note 34.
detailed studies on how a particular principle, institution, mechanism or personnel group normally functions or functioned in specific contemporary or historic settings.\footnote{33}

Aside from studies of contemporary activity, scholars should examine historical events and periods in both the United States and other countries to assess normal performance characteristics of principles, mechanisms, institutions and personnel in diverse environments. Entire periods of legal history in various cultural settings already have been described along with a limited number of interactions between specific functional activities and the legal system.\footnote{44} On a much more limited basis, particular system elements have been examined across time.\footnote{45} These efforts, however, only scratch the surface of historical analysis's potential to enhance understanding of critical system parts.

Historical investigations should also be coordinated with contemporary research to fill gaps in contemporary field data about behavior of an institution, mechanism, principle or personnel group.\footnote{46} This data is often critical to development of fundamental theories concerning such elements.

\footnote{33. For example, during the last decade researchers from several disciplines produced considerable empirical data on plea bargaining. See sources cited in note 35 supra. Its dynamics were examined in a number of urban and rural settings by individuals concerned with the utility and legitimacy of plea bargaining in handling a limited class of problems. In terms of volume, the research crest has now passed. Yet the full scientific potential of these empirical efforts has not been realized.

Plea bargaining studies have been utilized individually and collectively to tune the plea bargaining mechanism to the urban, criminal justice environment, including traditional notions of due process, fair hearing and trial judge responsibilities. They have not been analyzed comparatively to map all the mechanism's intrinsic values and dynamics and to relate them to noncriminal settings. Furthermore, field observations about the mechanism have seldom been correlated with basic scientific literature dealing with bargaining, resource allocation and organizational behavior. \textit{But see} Heumann, \textit{supra} note 35; Mohr, \textit{supra} note 39, at 638; Rhodes, \textit{The Economics of Criminal Courts: A Theoretical and Empirical Investigation}, 5 J. LEGAL STUD. 311 (1976). The profession's ability to anticipate the consequences of various plea bargaining configurations would be greatly enhanced if (1) all existing studies were examined to develop a mosaic of how the mechanism functions in various environments with different mixes of institutional roles and social needs and (2) the mosaic was reviewed in the context of linkages with basic social science theory. Lawyers' capacity to apply beneficially the mechanism to noncriminal contexts would also surely improve, especially as a general field theory about the mechanism evolved.


\footnote{46. This approach will be essential for the development of a sound understanding of the judiciary's role in society during distinct phases of evolution. \textit{See, e.g.}, S. Wheeler, B. Cartwright & L. Friedman, \textit{supra} note 33.}
Historical scholars, by examining a particular law element over a long period of time, can also materially advance our understanding of the variables that significantly affect performance or development of the element. When guided by skillful multidisciplinary brainstorming, historical research based on adequate historical material can often identify such variables in less time and cost than that involved in contemporary studies. Once identified, the variables' relative significance can be defined precisely by laboratory experimentation and select contemporary field study. Historical research can also be employed to grasp quickly fundamental interrelationships between clusters of legal elements, relationship changes over time and their dependence on specific cultural variables. Finally, historical analysis may be indispensable in disclosing long-term evolutionary patterns apparent only from longitudinal data.

Despite its inherent values, many factors may limit the utility of historical analysis as regards particular law elements. First, primary reference materials vary greatly as to quantity and quality depending upon the topic. Thus, useful studies are restricted to areas in which the material quality is adequate in terms of completeness and objectivity, or creative analysis of collateral or secondary documentation can resolve ambiguities in primary data.

A second problem arises from efforts to deal with the problems noted by training individual researchers to utilize both social science and historical methods. Each method requires a wide variety of information retrieval skills. Innovations in indexing techniques make it difficult for a legal...
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historian to know all available indexes, use them efficiently and appreciate their inherent defects as to completeness and accuracy. Similarly, it is dangerous for social scientists to work with historical indexes since many are chronologically fragmented and are also of uneven completeness and accuracy.

Finally, even when historical analysis is practically possible, its utility in a legal context may be limited. Historians often do self-contained analyses on matters of cause and effect regarding individuals and institutions. Consequently, they often ignore basic, contemporary social science theory regarding individual and institutional behavior, which frequently is constant across time. Thus, historic analysis may rest on the investigator's assumptions about behavior that is at odds with behavioral research. Existing linkages between contemporary and historic analysts are now poorly developed and existing institutional forces within academic centers tend to frustrate the development and maintenance of new linkages.

Research on Aberrations of Law Elements

An important adjunct to contemporary and historical studies concerning an element's normal performance characteristics is detailed research on performance dysfunctions. Careful analysis of such situations often can quickly disclose their critical components and the ramifications flowing from a failure of such components. These ramifications are at times difficult to anticipate from a mere description of an element or studies of its functioning under normal conditions. Once a failure has occurred, however, unforeseen consequences frequently become apparent. Retrospective analysis can then reveal the precise reasons for both the failure and its particular consequences.

With this information on failure in hand, scholars probably can eliminate several plausible theories concerning normal element dynamics that are not compatible with the specific failure that occurred. Further, if studies of

51. See generally id. at 1-82.
52. See generally id. at 83-137.
53. For a perceptive analysis of this problem as regards a great historical and jurisprudential scholar, see Tushnet, Lumber and the Legal Process, 1972 Wis. L. Rev. 114, 122 & n.24. But see C. White, supra note 50, at 87, 88.
54. Assessment Conference, supra note 10, at 1060-73 (remarks of Marc Galanter & Lawrence Friedman); Galanter, From the Editor, 10 Law & Soc'y Rev. 5 (1975).
55. See C. Stone, Where the Law Ends: The Social Control of Corporate Behavior (1975). This book represents the results of an NSF funded study, C. Stone (University of Southern California), Relationships Between Corporate Structure and Efficacy of Laws (NSF-P2S1158, 1972) (summary of project on file in office of North Carolina Law Review). Another failure analysis project funded by NSF was J. Quigley, supra note 47. See also articles cited in Galanter, supra note 3, at 228 n.3.
failures of a specific element in diverse environments or failures of different elements in the same environment can be linked, avenues may open to develop comprehensive legal theories that transcend particular elements. This can be a significant bridge between empirical and jurisprudential efforts.

Research on Creation of Law Elements

Careful documentation and analysis of an element's "birth" can be a third major approach to discern the hierarchy of forces that drive an element and condition its relationships with various environments. Legal literature indexes note many purported "creation" studies, but these studies seldom involve the meticulous sifting of documents and opinions that produces truly objective comprehension. Due to the tradition of advocacy in which they were trained, legal researchers often produce special arrangements of raw data that highlight or mute particular aspects. Consequently, independent validation of conclusions is most difficult when based solely upon the initial researchers’ findings of fact. Further, creation studies subliminally contaminated with subjective insights seldom provide sufficient data to enable outsiders to evaluate data independently and identify the relative places and purposes of element components in different environmental situations.


Detailed knowledge of performance curves for each law element by itself will not ensure optimal application to people, entities or activities

56. This was the objective of an NSF grant, S. Huszagh & F. Huszagh, supra note 33.
57. Unfortunately, failure analysis is commonly prompted by desires to structure reforms that are conceived long before empirical study begins. So guided, the research may focus unduly upon certain data extracted from the failure condition and overlook other data or interrelationships critical to a scientific understanding of fundamental features of normal operation. For example, corporate bribes to foreign government officials prompted enactment of laws and regulations to preclude these bribes. E.g., Act of Dec. 19, 1977, Pub. L. No. 95-213, 91 Stat. 1494 (codified at 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 78dd-1, -2 (West Supp. Pamphlet No. 4, 1978)). These laws and regulations were enacted and will be implemented, however, without the benefit of a clear understanding of differences between bribes and legitimate commissions in different cultural settings. Such selective observation and reliance upon data beyond the limits of its significance retard rather than advance objective understanding, although both may give research participants temporary access to power.
58. For example, the Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT) and the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT) are the subject of numerous books and articles that purport to record the details of their birth and early life. Several unpublished dissertations substantially capture parts of this process, but the published articles and books for the most part are little more than impressionistic glimpses of this process or parts thereof. In contrast, see E. Johnson, Justice and Reform: The Formative Years of the OEO Legal Services Program (1974) which was produced in connection with grants from the Russell Sage Foundation and the National Science Foundation.
PTOLEMAISM IN THE LAW

(“recipients”) because most elements involve many recipients with widely diverse value preferences and needs.\(^{59}\) Thus, the legal system and its agents must know these preferences and need to anticipate the potential reactions of and impact upon various groups over time. Sociologists, psychologists, economists and political scientists have assembled considerable data on many possible recipients likely to be affected by various law elements.\(^{60}\) This information normally is collected and analyzed in forms that are not easily translated into the data lawyers can understand and use to develop impact statements on various law elements. Consequently, law scholars must become directly familiar with this work and supplement it with field studies that identify the peculiar legal requirements of diverse recipients to facilitate the translation and use of this material.\(^{61}\)

The need for intensive focus on recipients is apparent if one considers the urban-rural dichotomy present in almost every state. Many legal activities fashioned in response to problems aggravated by the confines of urban living are applied in rural settings where their value preferences are at tension with those underlying the rural culture.\(^{62}\) Some of the resultant incompatibilities are dampened through differential treatment of the laws by judicial and administrative authorities in the two settings.\(^{63}\) Many remain to produce unintended, harmful consequences.\(^{64}\)

The law profession and its institutions normally respond to the demands of power groups and exposés of gross inadequacy, but many matters and people in need of legal craftsmanship do not have high visibility. To serve properly such low visibility interests, the profession must be more systematic in examining each category of individuals and entities possibly affected by a particular law and its implementing structure. Such examination can be pursued by several strategies—each having distinctive capacities

\(^{59}\) This point is highlighted with regard to legal service delivery systems in Marks, Some Research Perspectives for Looking at Legal Need and Legal Services Delivery Systems: Old Forms or New?, 11 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 191 (1976).

\(^{60}\) A very convenient tool for law researchers to access this data is C. White, supra note 50.

\(^{61}\) Much of this work is now being done and reported in journals like those identified in note 90 infra.

\(^{62}\) No fault divorce, environmental zoning, proposed OSHA regulations on the proximity of toilet facilities to work stations, the national 55 m.p.h. speed limit and the decriminalization of marijuana are a few obvious examples.

\(^{63}\) See tenBroek (pt. 3), supra note 48, at 619, 675-82; R. Levy, supra note 32. For an interesting analysis of why distinctions in law application are important, see Graburn, supra note 40. See generally Shuchman, An Attempt at a “Philosophy of Bankruptcy,” 21 U.C.L.A. L. REV. 403, 413 (1973); Friedman & Percival, A Tale of Two Courts: Litigation in Alameda and San Benito Counties, supra note 33.

\(^{64}\) For examples of laws having different effects on different recipient groups, see generally Jacob, Black and White: Perceptions of Justice in the City, 6 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 69 (1971); Swett, Cultural Bias in the American Legal System, 4 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 79 (1969).
to disclose particular relationships among recipients or between recipients and law elements. Many interdisciplinary studies provide new insights on different law element consequences caused by cultural diversities. Studies of this type, which have segregated recipients according to age and sex both within and across law subjects, have been especially enlightening by disclosing data relationships that are not normally apparent.

Study of law recipients by dividing them into groups with specific characteristics, while providing much essential information now lacking, will not efficiently document why people, entities and activities migrate in and out of the legal system's purview. This important question will require coordinate study of recipient classes that (1) were served previously by the law system but have now migrated, in whole or in part, out of its ambit, (2) are now highly dependent on the legal system and (3) are not under the legal system's influence, but possess interests that could be well served by that system.

Careful study of the full spectrum of ex-law recipients will highlight the need for complex explanations of disenchantment with law and lawyers. If discontinuities between a group's philosophical values and those inherent to the legal system prove to be the primary stimuli for some disengagements, researchers will need to utilize academic disciplines other than economics.

Groups now served by the legal system increasingly are being studied to document and analyze (1) the extent of legal services rendered, (2) impediments to further utilization of such services, (3) the processes by which group members individually access the law system and (4) the utility of various new approaches for the provision of legal services. Many such

---


66. See, e.g., Zimring, The Medium is the Message: Firearm Caliber as a Determinant of Death from Assault, 1 J. LEGAL STUD. 97 (1972).

67. For some examples of these categories, see generally Galanter, Why the "Haves" Come Out Ahead: Speculations on the Limits of Legal Change, supra note 34, at 124-35; sources cited in note 73 infra.

68. Marks, supra note 59, at 195-99.

studies correlate group characteristics with legal service utilization rates in particular legal categories and carry the objective of modifying existing service arrangements to increase overall demand. So motivated, these projects risk unconscious prejudgment of data, especially in the design of questionnaires or techniques for obtaining data.

If more research in this area were undertaken in the anthropological tradition of participant-observer, there would be a higher likelihood that findings and insights would progress beyond mere identification of major barriers to the use of legal services. A detailed understanding of particular groups and their general attitudes toward the legal system, in contrast to preoccupation with recipient reactions to specific law mechanisms, would facilitate development of general theories regarding law system/recipient interaction and should aid practitioners working with particular groups on a broad range of legal service matters.  

Finally, law scholars should analyze groups that generally do not use the legal system but are in need of mechanisms to resolve disputes, enforce promises and integrate complex interests. To date, most study on this subject concentrates on interests already at the legal system’s periphery. There are, however, many groups remote from the periphery that might benefit substantially from dependence on various legal principles and institutions. For example, the supersonic transport dispute, largely handled through a scientific dialogue that lacked focus and depended for its credibility on the speakers’ reputations, might have been handled more efficiently if the matter had been joined in a courtroom context where adversaries confronted one another. Examination of these extralegal solutions and practices should provide perceptive researchers with invaluable insights into

70. See, e.g., Conn & Hippler, Conciliation and Arbitration in the Native Village and the Urban Ghetto, 58 JUDICATURE 229 (1974); Nader & Metzger, Conflict Resolution in Two Mexican Communities, 65 AM. ANTHROPOLOGIST 584 (1963).

71. This was the objective of an NSF project, S. Conn & A. Hippler, supra note 40. See also G. Suttles, The Social Order of the Slum: Ethnicity and Territory in the Inner City (1968); Graburn, supra note 40. Lawyers successfully representing citizens on welfare, particular minorities or similar distinctive groups could be a good starting point for researchers seeking this information.

72. See, e.g., Symposium, Athletics, 38 LAW & CONTEMP. PROB. 1 (1973); Symposium, Children and the Law, supra note 40.

defects in the legal system that preclude it from beneficially servicing particular areas of activity.

4. Discerning Fundamental Dynamics Between the Legal System and Its External Environment

Mere compilation and classification of law element and recipient study results, even when aided by jurisprudential theories, do not produce durable theories concerning fundamental dynamics between the legal system and various social, economic and political units. What is needed is a further effort by systems-oriented law researchers, collaborating with representatives of the social, scientific and humanistic disciplines specializing in macroanalysis.

Already a few analyses of existing research data concerning both elements and recipients have produced some broad but enlightening generalizations concerning fundamental interactions. Proliferation of scientifically reliable element and recipient data undoubtedly will stimulate more interaction research. Study of fundamental interactions need not, and should not, wait for massive accumulation of such data, however. The economic and social costs of miscalculations now being made by various legal system actors necessitate immediate quests for interaction principles.

No doubt interaction research pursued without the benefit of numerous new element and recipient studies will engender skepticism. In most instances, however, it will produce foundations for contemporary policy decisions at the local, state and federal levels that are more trustworthy than the "finger in the wind" approaches so pervasive in current individual and institutional decisionmaking.


75. A good example of gross miscalculations about interactions between a law and its subject is OSHA. For a survey of the magnitude of the interaction problems, see 11 Trial, Sept./Oct. 1975; 9 Trial, July/Aug. 1973. See also Symposium, Occupational Safety and Health, 38 Law & Contemp. Prob. 583, 669-757 (1974). On the subject of miscalculations about corporation control by laws, see C. Stone, supra note 55.

Existing data and theories on bureaucratic behavior, power and influence at all levels, and the economics of nonlegal systems provide adequate foundation for serious exploration concerning results to be expected from (1) any legal institution or mechanism that is under- or over-funded, (2) many legal principles or mechanisms established or maintained solely as a result of partisan politics or (3) law elements servicing law recipients that are highly homogeneous or heterogeneous in terms of social values, economic status or political beliefs. Some serviceable theories also may be constructed concerning deviations in an element’s normal development when recipients demand accelerated development.

76. Loevinger, supra note 30, at 22. Interaction research also will give element and recipient researchers additional guidance in structuring basic research projects. For example, if an element researcher knows that under-funding of an organization or concept precludes
C. Procedures for Implementing Substantive Objectives

Regardless of substantive formats devised to guide interdisciplinary research, procedures implementing individual research projects will remain a critical determinant of success. These procedures include initial project definition, selection of execution and validation techniques, and development of strategies for the distribution of findings.

A sound initial project design should make the investigator’s motives and hierarchy of interests explicit, thus permitting outsiders to counsel constructively on their potential impact on stated research goals. The design also discloses needed commitments of financial and human resources and the timing of such commitments. Normal grant requirements include these details as well as disclosures of the investigator’s current grasp of the topic and knowledge of related work by others.

Unfortunately, the profession’s basic structures, educational programs, research materials and ethics have not encouraged law scholars to engage in such elaborate preliminaries, even when basic scientific research is contemplated. Overall, the application of professional intuition, analytical projections of current action and preoccupation with practical problem-solution are the normal hallmarks of lawyer-initiated research.

In contrast, a basic science researcher studies the legal system primarily to improve a classificatory scheme of the environment and in his pursuit thus gains the power to predict behavior within the legal system and/or between that and other societal systems. Often research is prompted by a desire to test an existent or recently enunciated theory. Data is gathered to refine a theory rather than solve a problem. Successive research efforts of an individual are frequently in a pattern of vertical integration, while a lawyer’s research efforts traditionally follow a more horizontal pattern of exploration.

If conditions of legal Ptolemaism are to be specifically identified and rectified, more law scholars must employ scientific methods for exploring issues. Research problems should be cast in a much broader social context essential planning activities, he can readily anticipate that the element under study will exhibit a greater incidence of abnormal performance or failure if under-funding exists and the planning function is critical to its success.

77. Examples of such efforts are: J. THIBAUT & L. WALKER, supra note 34; Galanter, Why the “Haves” Come Out Ahead: Speculations on the Limits of Legal Change, supra note 34. For good discussions of fundamental differences between lawyers and social scientists, see Fuller, supra note 31, at 1623; Rosenberg, Comments, 23 J. LEGAL EDUC. 199 (1970); Scriven, Methods of Reasoning and Justification in Social Science and Law, 23 J. LEGAL EDUC. 189 (1970).

78. Cavers, “Non-traditional” Research by Law Teachers: Returns from the Questionnaire of the Council on Law-related Studies, 24 J. LEGAL EDUC. 534 (1972), provides reliable insight on the current level of law researcher reliance on scientific methods. See also Kalven,
in terms of information, and research designs ought to be detailed so
analysis is not modified inadvertently during project execution to facilitate
findings reinforcing preconceived notions.

In summary, basic research projects ought not be initiated until the
following material is in hand:79 (1) statement of problem to be explored; (2)
review of relevant literature in all fields; (3) research design including (a)
major hypotheses and relation to existing theory, (b) measurement of key
variables, (c) data collection methods, (d) analysis design; (4) projected
outcomes of study; (5) projected timetable for study components; (6) re-
source requirements (money, personnel and facilities); and (7) resource
allocation plan.

The law scholar involved with a specific subject over the years and
familiar with many different research methods may be able to develop and
implement such a project without much assistance. Most law researchers
undertaking scientific type research, however, will be confronted with
finding and using unfamiliar materials and methods in order to design,
implement, validate and publicize project results. The problems inherent in
this situation frequently can be minimized by developing linkages with
students or scholars familiar with nonlegal materials and highly specialized
legal materials.80 The merits of this approach are best appreciated by
reviewing critical elements of the execution process.

A project seeking objective knowledge about a specific law element,
particular legal service consumers or interactions between a law element and
consumer group must first inventory existing knowledge on the subject.
This inventory should focus on pre-existing studies involving the same
subject by law researchers and scholars from other disciplines. It should also
survey research having substantive or methodological implications for the
project but not involving the project's specific subject matter. Finally, it
should refer to theoretical literature dealing with fundamental human or

79. For greater detail on basic elements of sound research projects, see P. RUNKEL & J.
MCGRATH, RESEARCH ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR: A SYSTEMATIC GUIDE TO METHOD (1972).

80. See generally Miller, The Role of the University Law School in the Evolutionary
Scheme, 1971 U. ILL. L.F. 1, 23 (1971); Savoy, Toward a New Politics of Legal Education, 79
YALE L.J. 444, 499 (1970); Twining, Law and Anthropology: A Case Study in Interdisciplinary
institutional behavior detached from reference to any specific subject context. Such literature could reveal overall patterns operating with regard to a subject that are not self-evident from a detailed study of the subject alone.81

Efficient searches for all relevant published literature can be performed only by individuals familiar with the major search tools as well as the nomenclature inherent to each discipline. This talent frequently exists among law students who previously trained in a number of disciplines at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.82

Once a compendium of collateral research is developed, it can be reviewed by the primary researcher and persons with other disciplinary perspectives to identify project elements already researched adequately and to reframe other elements to reflect current knowledge. Review of other research should also (1) provide details concerning various methodological approaches, (2) disclose difficulties associated with each and (3) identify individuals and institutions qualified to render assistance on various project elements.

After project revision, it should be obvious which disciplinary perspectives are central to the research and which will require dependence beyond the principal investigator. Reliance on others will normally be extensive if exotic research methods are employed.83 Dependence is also likely when the implications of various types of data or methods are not easily understood.

81. The work of Max Weber has proven a fertile construct for inquisitive law professors. More definitive works in the same area by such commentators as March, Simon, Cyert, Penon, Mohr and others have enjoyed less attention by lawyers but are now frequently discussed in law related journals. See, e.g., Evan, supra note 34; Meldman & Holt, Petri Nets and Legal Systems, 12 JURIMETRICS J. 65 (1971); Mohr, supra note 39.

82. To identify all existing research, however, the investigator must do more than search for published articles and books. Pertinent work may not be published or noted in the periodical indexes, where there can be a one- or two-year lag time. Access to on-going research is more difficult but usually can be achieved efficiently by contacting scholars from various advisory committees and editorial panels who track research underway in their respective fields. Currently, the Smithsonian Science Information Exchange maintains computerized abstracts of most projects funded by the federal government. It will search these abstracts for a modest fee and identify projects in subject areas of interest to other researchers. Many researchers have sought to establish similar clearinghouses for nonfunded research, but progress in this area has been slow. The ideas of a major advocate of such a clearinghouse are set forth in Nagel, Some Proposals for Facilitating Socio-legal Teaching and Research, 24 J. LEGAL EDUC. 590 (1972). Personnel from funding agencies and prominent scholars from appropriate disciplines also can provide needed information, or at least references to the individuals who have such information.

83. See generally Miller, supra note 80. Such reliance has been a central feature of many projects employing complex methods. See, e.g., J. THIBAUT & L. WALKER, supra note 34; Assessment Conference, supra note 10, at 999-1012 (remarks of Robert Levy & Julie Fulton); Getman, Goldberg & Herman, The National Labor Relations Board Voting Study: A Preliminary Report, 1 J. LEGAL STUD. 233 (1972).
Frequently a particular type of data base or method has limits of application that only researchers who identify, create or perfect it fully appreciate.\textsuperscript{84} This appreciation is borne out of a deep understanding of the discipline from which it sprang.

Obviously, the law researcher has many options for securing expertise and for assistance in selecting appropriate data bases and analytical methods, aside from reliance on co-workers. He can use small workshops involving diversely trained people to dissect specific problems and recommend the methods and kinds of personnel most fruitfully employed.\textsuperscript{85} If travel costs or the lack of appropriately trained individuals on campus make a workshop of marginal utility, he can initiate a round-robin correspondence with suitable individuals. Under this format each writer has access to thoughts of previous correspondents and can build responses that reflect accumulated information and reassessments of initial judgments.\textsuperscript{86}

Since most law researchers are not familiar with basic research projects involving integration of many different skills and personnel, important facets of research management easily can be overlooked. When diverse disciplinary personnel are involved, management plans are essential to integrate and allocate skills. Appropriately constructed plans ensure that contributions of such diverse perspectives are fully realized.\textsuperscript{87} If the wisdom

\textsuperscript{84} Campbell, \textit{Legal Reforms as Experiments}, 23 J. LEGAL EDUC. 217 (1970), illustrates the types of problems inherent in application of social science methods to the legal environment. Professor Campbell's sensitivity to these problems is a reflection of his landmark achievements in this area. \textit{See also} Getman, \textit{A Critique of the Report of the Shreveport Experiments}, 3 J. LEGAL STUD. 487 (1974).

\textsuperscript{85} Such workshops are routinely employed in projects funded under the Research Applied to National Needs (RANN) Program of the National Science Foundation to acquire research insights as well as disseminate research results. \textit{See}, e.g., G. Miller & N. Fontes (Michigan State University) Effects of Videotaped Court Materials on Juror Response (NSF-RANN-G-75-15815, 1975) (summary of project on file in office of \textit{North Carolina Law Review}). Research workshops have also been funded by the Law and Social Sciences Program of NSF to identify important research issues and match them with appropriate methods and personnel. Examples are G. Dorsey (Washington University), Workshop on Legal and Social Philosophy (NSF-GS-40624), 1974), J. Ladinsky (University of Wisconsin at Madison), Research Workshop on Effective Legal Action (NSF-GS-41502, 1974) and A. Stone, \textit{supra} note 40 (summaries of projects on file in office of \textit{North Carolina Law Review}).

\textsuperscript{86} This approach is being used extensively in two current projects involving the legal system. C. Moore (Kent State University), \textit{Reducing Trial Delay} (LEAA—1977); A. Smith (University of Texas), \textit{Lawyers in the Next Generation: Changes in Legal and Communicational Technologies} (NSF-RANN—76-18485, 1976) (summaries of projects on file in office of \textit{North Carolina Law Review}).

\textsuperscript{87} Appropriate construction of plans will require provisions for horizontal integration of the work products of different individuals, either through the use of a simple milestone chart or more sophisticated task integration formats. For an example of the latter, see H. EVARTS, \textit{INTRODUCTION TO PERT} (1964). Vertical integration provisions should form a part of the plan
generated from a project is to shape the legal system’s evolution, research
results including insights on work methods, data bases and specific training
must be expressed in formats easily assimilable by practitioners and tradi-
tional scholars. Thus, the researcher frequently must translate results into a
number of articles, talks and seminars as well as one-to-one discussions with
central policymakers. 88

Law reviews are efficient vehicles for publishing results in a form
usable to the broadest spectrum of law scholars. There is often considerable
time delay, however, because of publication schedules and routines em-
ployed by the major indexes. Critical dimensions of research involving
interdisciplinary perspectives (most frequently insights on methodological
breakthroughs) are often muted or eliminated during the editing process,
which seeks copy congruent with intrasystem perspectives. 89 Thus, the
value of research for other researcher constituencies is reduced. In recent
years there has been considerable expansion of separate nonstudent forums
for full presentation of the details of scientific research on the legal sys-
tem. 90 Finally, workshops among “communication elites” occasionally can
be a highly effective mechanism to disseminate results promptly and also to
avoid some of the content mutation problems noted.

88. This multimedia approach for disseminating research results is frequently employed
by projects funded by the RANN Division of the National Science Foundation. See U.S.
National Science Foundation, supra note 87, at 4.

89. For example, compare how some of the results of the Thibaut and Walker project, J.
Thibault & W. Walker, supra note 36, are reported in Thibaut, Walker & Lind, supra note 36,
and in Walker, LaTour, Lind & Thibaut, Reactions of Participants and Observers to Modes of
Adjudication, 4 J. APPLIED SOC. PSYCH. 295 (1974).

90. The Journal of Law and Human Behavior was recently established as an interdiscipli-
ary journal with some tendency toward the psychology end of the social science spectrum,
while the Journal of Law and Society has long been a forum for articles embodying sociology
and political science perspectives of the legal system. Other professionally edited journals like
the Journal of Legal Studies and Law and Economics are now basic mediums for economic
research on the legal system. The student journals remain subject oriented for the most part,
but are more frequently dedicating many pages to reports on scientific investigation of the law
system. See, e.g., Symposium, The Use of Videotape in the Courtroom, 1975 B.Y.U.L. REV.
327. An empirical study of these changes is presented in Gazell, An Overdue Revolution
Deferred: Researching the Law, 1972 UTAH L. REV. 22. See also Hurst, Research Respon-
sibilities of University Law Schools, 10 J. LEGAL EDUC. 147, 155 (1957).
A more difficult dissemination task involves correlation of project results with other subject areas. Such dissemination is essential to the development of broad theories about relationships within legal systems and with other social systems and to facilitate independent work in other disciplines.\(^1\) Since insights for correlations are frequently acquired during the literature search used to design the project, the project investigator is the best person to relate the results to a wider system of information. Contacts during the project with people of various disciplinary perspectives also help this correlation process.

Ultimately, multiple media distribution of results will increase the already heavy flow of information from the academic community. Thus, some effort should be undertaken to maintain this flow at a manageable level for the serious scholar. More effective screening mechanisms should be used by law reviews to ensure that published articles promise durable contributions to basic knowledge. \(^2\) More effort should be expended in publishing evaluations of research projects to highlight those having particular value for scientific study of the law system. \(^3\) Useful evaluations also are provided by highly focused law review colloquia, \(^4\) literature searches and analyses in research projects and dissertations, \(^5\) counts of the number

\(^1\) One approach to this problem is illustrated by two NSF-sponsored conferences. H. Jacob (Northwestern University), Conference on Organizational Theory and Trial Court Behavior (NSF—75-16012, 1975); S. Katz (University of Chicago), Research Conference on Law and Economic Development in U.S. (NSF—P2S1133, 1972). These conferences were designed to join two disciplinary perspectives in order to evaluate the mutual value of existing research. See also Kalven, \textit{supra} note 78, at 62.

\(^2\) These mechanisms are now used by professionally edited journals. See journals discussed in note 90 \textit{supra}. The trend toward refereed journal articles should increase as university-wide standards for promotion and tenure regarding publication are applied to law schools.


\(^4\) Symposium, \textit{supra} note 69, at 173-415. Of course, there are many articles that seek to identify good research projects and relate them to specific law areas. For example, see Koch, \textit{Law and Anthropology: Notes on Interdisciplinary Research}, \textit{4 Law & Soc'y Rev.} 11 (1969), and the selected bibliography that was published in each issue of the \textit{Law and Society Review} through the spring of 1973.

of citations to particular projects and funded projects whose sole purposes are to evaluate literature in a subject area.

IV. CONCLUSION

Traditional law review and text development efforts ensure the internal integrity of the law system. This article has attempted to explore research approaches that can improve the quality and quantity of the linkages between the law and other systems. Inherent in the approaches advocated is reliance on the data, theories, methods and personnel associated with the physical science, social science and humanistic disciplines.

Constructive reliance on other disciplines, however, is not easily achieved, since the parts of each major discipline are so disparate and their yearly achievements so substantial. In most instances, their import for the law system cannot be fully grasped by law scholars, even if they are trained in a particular discipline at the doctorate level. Thus, law researchers undertaking interdisciplinary studies must acquire the skills necessary to (1) anticipate the fields of scientific knowledge relevant to a particular law topic, (2) identify individuals within each field having appropriate expertise and (3) efficiently communicate and collaborate with such individuals. Most importantly, on a question of apparent relevance to each discipline, lawyers must sense when to give deference to the solutions of others and when to trust their own intuition.

Enriching relations between law and nonlaw scholars should not be our only objective. Law students ought to be encouraged to maintain proficiency in their undergraduate and graduate majors through various carefully selected research activities. This maintenance of heritage should ensure sensitivities within the student body to other scholarly perspectives that may at one time or another give proper scope to issues under consideration and analysis.

Apart from stimulating disciplinary diversity in classrooms and research offices, law professors should seek better mastery of the techniques of delegation to research assistants, which are characteristic of scientific research. Greater application of accepted management principles for allocating human effort would provide important "clinical" training to law stu-

---

96. Many of the science disciplines have abstract publications from which one can readily assess the importance of articles on the basis of reference frequency. Shepard's Law Review Citations can be used in a similar way for research projects reported in most law reviews, but unfortunately most of the major professional journals cited in note 90 supra are not covered by the citator.

dents comparable to science training traditions. Simultaneously, senior personnel would be freed from certain time-consuming tasks.

If improved management skills and interdisciplinary receptivity are integrated for systematic exploration of the legal system’s external environment and internal functioning, law practitioners, teachers and researchers could benefit greatly. The profession, however, must be aware of unproven prophets who brandish new religions and make sweeping claims about how lawyers can be set on the right path by worshipping their idols. Lawyers’ intuitions gained through the rich experiences recorded in the law reports across the land are a good beginning for any serious research. When procedures or results of colleagues elsewhere on campus conflict with these intuitions, lawyers’ reactions must be measured. Misplaced confidence can delay by many years the journey to more enlightened laws and can chill future interest in interdisciplinary ventures. Conversely, patient dissemination of legal knowledge to other disciplines can provide them with invaluable perspectives on the critical components of important issues and how such issues may be approached to further validate “laboratory” theories about human behavior. After all, a major social justification for each of our independent pursuits is to gain greater predictive powers and apply them to improve the quality of life for mankind.
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